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Rehearsal  Sunday May 3rd  

 Really nice to see everyone last Sunday – hope you have 
picked up John Mills ‘ rogues gallery ‘ in photo form of 
those present . 

As a result of the very positive  feedback  and thanks to 
Laurel , she is going to run  an additional rehearsal on  
Sunday May 3rd  as well as the planned  rehearsal on  
Sunday May 17th . 

On the downside steerer’s acknowledge that the 
technology and the situation bring intractable limitations to 
group music making that it is simply not possible to 
address ; but  on the upside, that the social benefits  and 
the encouragement to pick up instruments, for those of us 
who are not practicing as much as we might ,  outweigh 
this .  

Consequently  in the immediate future, and as long as 
members keep signing in ,  we will continue to ask Laurel 
to organise on – line rehearsals   

To make it better next time members could: 
 
Wear headphones:  this was tested out by Lynn and made 
for a more satisfactory experience with less time lag 
 
- ask questions because they generate answers that are 
useful for all of us (e.g. how to slow a sound file down to 
enable practice ) 

Sort some technological problems ( too loud too quiet ) 
and not being able to hear Laurel ,  by playing a different 
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instrument  , and derive  pleasure by recognising they 
could ‘keep up  and understand the music better  

Rehearsal organisation  
 
As before the invitation will be sent by email only nearer to 
the time in order to prevent gate-crashing. 

For	the	tea	break	we’ll	be	in	random	breakout	rooms	of	4	
people	–	but	you	may	also	just	want	to	go	off	and	have	a	cuppa	 

Please pay your subs – Brigstowe wants to continue 
paying Laurel – and that money  largely comes from ‘ 
subs’  

See you on Sunday May 3rd  - look for Laurels rehearsal 
plans  

 Keep safe  

Liz  

For the Steering Committee ( Helen , Lyn, Chris, Mike 
,Fritjof )  

 


